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Are We Headed for Catastrophe o r  Cooperation? 
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There is nothing novel about change. The reality is 
tlint the only certainty is change. Some recent 
cliungcs have created an atmosphere in which a 
\vorldn.ide war is the more likely to develop or, 
convcrsely, out of wllich the prospect for a better 
~vorld order is being generated. 

It  is sometimes d;$cult to realize that a number 
of wars have actually taken place since Ii'orld IVar 
11. Recently a magazine compiled a list of forty. 
Even tlien it excluded some border differences which 
might have been listed as wars. Not all of these 
were large-scale w u s ,  but the number of serious 
conflicts remains impressive. These w a r s  took place 
when it is generally accepted that an uneasy peace 
exists. hlost of these, in a m e r e n t  era, could have 
precipitated a worldwide codict .  'Ivhy not since 
19-15? 

Let me suggest some reasons. For some time after 
World \j73r 11, massive armed strength and economic 
resources rested in the hands of one nation, the 
United States. Il'hatcver others may think, fact sup- 
ports the conclusion that we are not a warlike peo- 
ple. If this condition had persisted, the peace would 
have been maintained by the overwhelming strength 
of one nation. 

This was not to be. A second powerful military 
power emerged. Behveen the United States and the 
Soiiet Union there is a basic conflict in ideology. 
Tlic USSR, by the concentration of a large portion 
of its national product in the scientific exploration 
of armaments, achieved a position which brought us 
to the second stage, through which we now live. 
Therefore, whether through ovenvhdming superior- 
itv of the United States or through a balance of ter- 
rdr, the situation has permitted small wars while 
avoiding Armageddon. Since Hiroshima, we have 
been fully aware that there exists in the hands of 
one or more nations the capacity to destroy civili- 
zation. This constitutes the greatest change of re- - 
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cent histor)., one out of which many others have 
emerged. 

Total war is an unbelievably awesome prospect. 
No people cherish the devastating and horrendous 
implications of such an event. Yet it is unrealistic 
to close our eyes to the esistence of the capacity 
to annihilate the modem world. The odds of history 
are against the continued immobilization of destruc- 
tive instruments in the hands of antagonistic pow- 
ers possessed of conflicting ideologies. 

Our hope to avert such a catasbophe rests on two 
premises: (a) that the sheer terror of war machinery 
will reverse the experiences of history, and (b) that 
during the present uneasy lull man will perfect exist- 
ing tools calculated to insure peace and, if need be, 
create new ones. 

It is against this background that there exists am- 
ple justification for the extraordinary and multitud- 
inous collection of regional arrangements, special- 
ized agencies, ad hoc and permanent committees, 
declarations, treaties and much more which rise like 
a mountain topped out at the peak by the United 
Nations. With total war in its most abhorrent sense 
possible, mankind seems resolved to effect an U- 

precedented change and find the way, if at times 
clumsily, and the tools necessary to wage a cam- 
paign for a total peace. 

a 

IVe have become inured to the idea that military 
security, defense and war involve great waste in 
human and material resources. There are st i l l  too 
many who scoff a t  even a penurious allocation of 
manpower and resources in the desperate effort to 
devise a workable formula for a substantial and last- 
ing peace. Some are content to believe that peace 
can be maintained forever by overwhelming power. 
However, this is too risky as a premise for eternity 
when a momentary fit of anger by a thoughtless pol- 
itician or a lack of comprehension or even a mistake 
innocently made could precipitate the most destruc- 
tive conflagration of all time. 

A promising aspect of change is the multiplicity 
of the energetic and competitive efforts to find an 
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answer to man’s eternal quest. Even though the con- 
fusion that prevails in the public mind with regard 
to the United Nations and its family of agencies is 
a deterrent to their effective work, and their inher- 
ent \veakness is still apparent, these agencies offer 
a significant alternative in an approach to a better 
world. 

Today the idea of war out of wllicli n victor or 
a loser emerges is rapidly disintepting. In a major 
\\xr neither side can win. One side might ultimate- 
ly appear to prevail, but both must Jose. The les- 
son which is dawning is that there are conflicts in 
\vhich a nation feels compelled to become involved 
but in wliicli it does not seek victory; it merely seeks 
to avoid loss. 

The current best esample of this is Vietnam. The 
restraint of our government reflects what seems to 
me an inevitable conclusion: we do not seek to de- 
feat anybody; we merely seek to establish a base 
for negotiating the freedom and liberty of some of 
the people of Southeast Asia. IVliat \vould our coun- 
tw do with n \+tory even if it  were prepared to 
piy the price for it? I do blow that our coung. 
cannot ‘afford a defeat for it \vould mean diniinu- 
tion of freedom and liberty which are already sad- 
ly diminished in Southeast Asia. 

This concept of limited codict  is a new phenoni- 
enon. IVe must begin to understand it even as the 
Soviets understood the Cuba incident of 1962. It  
could not afford a defeat in a war over Cuba nor 
could it &ord to pay the price of victory. One of 
the greatest hopes for the future is that peoples and 
governments might recognize that this attitude can 
be applied to lesser conflicts. It is difficult to recall 
a war in which the fruits of victor;\., once attained, 
lasted forever. The logical conclusion is that nations, 
like people, may have conflicts of interest but that 
such conflicts must be settled by means other than 
war. This is a prosaic summary of the brilliant ad- 
dress Pope Paul VI delivered to the General Assem- 
bly of the U.N. 

IVliat, then, do I see that makes a difference, 
that holds out hope today and perhaps R U ~  make 
even a greater difference in the days ahead? Let me 
begin with the partial nuclear test ban. I question 
whether such a treav would have been possible if  
the achievements of science liad not made any at- 
tempt at secrecy meaningless. Detection and verifi- 
cation achieved through scientific means made the 
refusal to negotiate and ratify such a treaty almost 
inane. \.\’e were unable to include underground tests 
because the So\iet Union opposed inspection on the 
ground. If and when science renders that inspection 
unnecessary, we may see new progress in the out- 

lawing of nuclear tests. These admitted accomplish- 
ments, and many s d l  in the making, make closed 
societies increasingly less feasible. 

IVe believe in our system of life and our kind of 
society. I f  the danger of surprise attack or the de- 
velopment against us of overpowering force with- 
out our Lmo\vledge is set at rest, we can better prove 
the ivortlliness of our belief through peaceful com- 
petition. TI& could provide the key to mutual 
knowledge, if not mutual acceptance, nithout which 
universal peace is probably unrealizable. 

The advent of the cold \\Tar intensified the anti- 
communism of our people. This served to provide 
a cushion for demagoguery and violent anti-com- 
munisni of the AicCarthy tJpe. The AlcCarthy era, 
though short-lived in retrospect, was a lurid night- 
mare while it lasted. Those who through eiTerience 
liad learned the bitter lessons of human degrada- 
tion under dictatorship as practiced by Stalin and 
the absurdit). of illusive panaceas as proclaimed by 
communism, and \vho had abhorred both, stood 
aghast nt tactics akin to the “big lie” and the use 
of granny, threats and bluster to intimidate inno- 
cent Americans. lf’hile unforgettable hurt was per- 
petriitcd on countless good citizens, the greatest dnm- 
age \viis done to our country itself. 

\\‘e are accustomed to the vieiv that dictatorships 
utter propngnnda for so long that they bccomc pris- 
oners of their own \vorcls. The AlcCnrthy era did 
a brainwash job 011 many of us with siinilar effect. 
A prime esample is the question of the admission 
of Red China to the United Nations. I am not ad- 
vocating it at this time in light of recent events. But 
I deplore Ivith all my strength that we are only now 
beginning to have a frank and intelligent public 
discussion of this subject. I t  is complicntedl It docs 
ini.olve Nationalist China1 It also involves the fu- 
ture of the world, hlany powerful political figures 
seem iinnble to speak candidly on the merits of the 
proposition. \\‘e forget \rvIiat a British statesman 
once said: “Nations have neither permanent friends 
nor permanent enemies, only permanent interests.” 

l\’hnt better evidence do ive need of tlie atmos- 
phere still lingering tluoughout our nationd life 
thnn \\.hut happened to thc distinguished chairman 
of our Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator 
J. \!‘iUiam Fulbriglit, \\.hen he suggested that we 
take a fresh look at our foreign policy. It is not 
necessary to agree with everything that he projected, 
but it seems highly desirable to abstain from bit- 
terly and \iciously denouncing him because he im- 
plied that the world had changed, and it \vas time 
to reconsider some of our favorite myths. 
Our traditional anti-Communist posture seems, 
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lio\\*evcr, to be in a process of imperceptible but 
certain change. As we abandon increasingly, as we 
should, the position induced by the McCarthy night- 
mare, we necd not become so foolhardly as to swing 
tile pendulum to tlie other estreme of whitewash- 
ing the mils of Communist influence. We sorely 
necd a balanced and sane approach to our opposi- 
tion. \f’e must understand that it is our opponent 
and that it believes fanatically in itsell as a wave 
of thc future. Our best antidote is just as profound 
a belief in what we are and what we stand for. \f’e 
have lived at peace in the past, and we still do, 
ivith some dictatorships and with some monarchies 
ivitli whom we disagree fundamentallv. IVe should 
be able to do it in a world where co&unism exists, 
i f  \ve rccognize communism for what it is, and if 
\ve sustain our sense of reality and consecration to 
our own commitment to freedom and liberty. 

Perhaps the greatest aid in avoiding the pitfalls 
and dangers of the changing world would be a 
steadfast, knowledgeable and persistent United 
States. This is an era in the development of human- 
ity wlicn its destiny rests more on the beliefs and 
behavior of our nation than on those of any other 
single or evcn combination of states. We should ab- 
sorb this understanding in a spirit of humility. 

The magnitude of our resources and power is 
ovcru4icIming in relation to others1 Yet we frequent- 
ly fail to appreciate the emergence of the United 
States into this strategic position. Other nations in 
tlie past and in a less complicated universe have 
rulcd over man’s known world or used their power 
to sustain long periods of peace. I am persuaded 
that i t  is our turn now, at a time when the task is 
even more difficult. In the lexicon of lesser matters 
the rise of our nation to the peak should be cause 
for elation; but  in this instance, pride of nation must 
bc tempered by the full impact of the awesome and 
solemn rcsponsibitit)l. The simple truth is that the 
real test of our power must come through our ca- 
pacib to help achieve a better world at p e x e  by 
tlie ili.oidance of the use of our strength, or through 
the courageous restraint of its use when all other 
means fail. 

Tlicre a re  man); ol~stacles to the attainment of 
thcsc en&. At least hvo are paramount in my mind. 
Tlicre eGsts, first, a continuing paradox among too 
many of our people. The average American has 
enorkous pride in the stature and achievements of 
his nation. Tllis attitude is often carried to unusual 
cnds, such as proclaiming that everything we do, 
our customs, our food, our cities, our farms, are the 
best; whatever others do is rated second best or 
even \verse. Of course this is not true. But it does 

demonstrate great belief in ourselves and our mores. 
Yet, in critical situations we tend to diminish our. 

real importance. When the chips are down in an 
international conflict or division we generally tend 
to measure our performance against others. We ex- 
pect from those who are less powerful than we the 
same, or at times, a greater performance than our 
own. By our own disappointments and frustrations 
uith them we seem to contradict our own evalua- 
tion of the true stature of the United States. 

A leader must leadl Its performance cannot be 
measured by that of nations of lesser strength and 
position. It is indispensable in the scheme of things 
tliat we always remember the key position our coun- 
try occupies in this era. We must encourage it to 
set the standard rather than to waste its energy in 
deploring the defaults and shortcomings of others. 
This kind of leadership is a relatively recent respon- 
sibility for us as a nation. It is the fate of leaders 
that they must rise above the average in perform- 
ance as well as in the understanding that carpingl 
jeering and complaining against leaders is an inter- 
national habit as well as a domestic exercise. 

The otliet obstacle is one which it is more difficult 
to define and support, but I believe it to be no less 
real. Not so long ago our nation was essentially iso- 
lationist in philosophy. After the tragic events of 
IVorld lfrgar I1 we openly rejected this posture and 
the idea of a fortress America vanished. But there 
is still a strong underlying nostalgia in many places 
for the comfort of yesterday’s choices-to stay aloof 
from other nations’ quarrels or to enter into them 
only when we felt the urge to do so. A leading Mid- 
west banker and former State Department official 
put it this way: “The problem in this country has 
been whether to participate actively in.the U.N. or 
just butt into the world’s arguments from time to 
time.” I fear that an undercurrent of isolationism 
or neo-isolationism still infects a considerable part 
of our society. It, comes to the fore when abrasive 
and unpleasant events occur. This accounts for a 
great deal of the war-like jingoism of some and the 
“get the U.S. out of the U.N. and the U.N. out of 
the U.S.” of others. 

Ilre are caught in the vise of our own success as 
a people and a nation. We are caught in the reality 
tha: neither water, air nor mountain can shield a 
nation from ravishment. IVe must live with the risks 
of leadership or die with the comfort of closed eyes 
and ears. Neo-isolationism or the real thing is no 
longer for us. I do not contend that this is good or 
bad. I merely suggest that since it is not for us, we 
accept our destiny and find exhilaration in the chal- 
lenge that this generation of Americans has it uith- 



in its grasp to help bring the world to peace with 
justice. If we recognize this massive change in our 
position out of a sense of consecration, not chauv- 
inism, we will hasten that realizable day. 

One of the crucial moments in recent history oc- 
curred when Eleanor Roosevelt, in her role as cliair- 
man of the Human Rights Commission of the LJnited 
Nations, effected a unanimous understanding \vhicli 
p v e  birth to the Universal Decluation of Human 
Rights. The aching and painful memory of the 
atrocities before and during Ii'orld \\'ar I 1  facili- 
tated this result. The universal conscience evpressed 
itself through, among other things, the loftv aims 
of the United Nations Chnrter and of the ilniver- 
sal Declaration of Human Rights. This ushered in 
an ern which Lve are only non. beginning to com- 
prehend. 

Discrimination and prejudice are found eirery- 
\vhere in one form or another; but non. there are 
forums where they can be exrosed and where the 
shame of a nation is brought to universal attention. 
The po\verful Soviet Union faces the court of \vorld 
opinion \\.lien it denies some of its people tlie \very 
freedom it  guaranteed by its constitution and laws. 
It is not comfortable for even the powerful to con- 
tinue to ignore the rights of the individual. Our o\vn 
nation, n.hich among the great nations is the most 
actii-e in law and in programs in attacking the e\ds 
of discrimination and prejudice, has not escaped the 
ignominy of public wrath. 
0 

Ii'hile we stand at one end of the spectrum esert- 
i n s  our legal and moral persuasion to cure the sins 
of years, the Union of South Africa finds itself at 
the other end of the spectrum. It  belie~tes that i t  
can continue to claini its place among the family of 
nations and still practice a vicious doctrine, the de- 
meaning concept of apartheid. Here is an otherwise 
acceptable nation wringing its hands in anguish as 
it claims for its white minority protection against 
what could become a seething cauldron of racial 
violence. Yet it finds few, if any, in its anxious hour 
prepared to stand by its side. Our sympathy for the 
predicament of South Africa is deadened by its re- 
fusal to function on the premise that all men are 
entitled to an opportunity to attain equality. 

IVe have not seen the last of this moLVement. I t  
w i U  not all be forward or upward. Change of the 
kind that is implicit in the elimination of personal 
prejudice and discrimination can come too fast for 
some and too slow for others, New and detemuned 
action of necessity begets reaction. There have been 
and will be setbacks as the demand for human dig- 

nity persists. But, the seed has been sown and the 
fruit is in the process of ripening. There is a grow- 
ing belief that respect for human beings as individu- 
als must precede any realization of peace. 

The sheddng of tj.ranny, oppression and colonial- 
ism, not all of them present in the sanie depee  or 
at tlie sanie time, \\.as encouraged by a new inter- 
ndtional atmosphere of freedom in favor of self-de- 
termination of peoples. Thcre is and udl  be criti- 
cism among kno\vlcdgcable people as to the wisdom 
of all this. I t  is contended that n.itionhood came too 
soon to ninny, and tlint some states are too small, 
that sonic are not \ k b k  econoniicully. These criti- 
cisms have elements of truth and arc supportable 
in some degree. But the filet is that tlic time when 
nationliood can be achieved or \vlien freedom can 
be attaincd is not alu-nys neatl!. arranged. The 
United States is :I splendid example of n c o u n p  
born not under the most favorable circumstances or 
with the odds on its side. Nationhood and freedom 
become a fact i r h n  it is possible and not \vhen it  
is either nice, courteous, polite or even timely. 

l lh i lc  I generally disagree fvitli those who criti- 
cize the incidents of national birth, I appreciate 
d e e p l ~ ~  the problems engcndcred by so ninny na- 
tions coming onto the universal platform in so short 
a time and under certain circumstances. h.lnny arc 
not ready but yet must act. Olhers are too small 
and not viable and yet exist. This suggests that tlie 
massive changes whicli created many nations over- 
night and \vliich nffcct the policies and the politics 
of the world, have not yet been fully consolidated. 
Regional arrangements, mergers, common markets 
and a host of other measures are in the mill already 
and many more \ r i l l  emerge to bring a more satis- 
factor\, adjustment out of what \vas an inescapable 
moLVement for national freedom. 

(Perhaps it is time that someone approached the 
question of colonialism with a detailed, balanced 
and authentic analysis. There are evidences in many 
parts of the world that some of the colonial pow- 
ers put  in as much and more than they took out. 
This is not to defend colonialism as an institution 
or a desirable phenomenon in today's \vorld. It is 
merely to suggest that it semed a role in a period 
of transition u+ich may have laid the groundwork 
for attitudes and programs that can now become 
progressively more effective to bolster the wenhess 
of new nations.) 

Let us turn to another s i w c a n t  area. The hlar- 
shall Plan ushered in a new premise that there was 
a duty on the part of the well-to-do to help restore 
the less well-to-do to effective participation in the 
family of nations. No less historic \vas President Tru- 
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man’s Point Four program with its emphasis on tech- 
nical assistance to those who lacked the ”knowhow” 
jvith which to move fonvard. These marked a 
change wliicli itself has been in process of change 
evcr since. Bilateral grants, loans and technical as- 
sistnnce have been augmented by multilateral in- 
stitutions like the United Nations itself and its many 
spccinlized agencies occupied with almost every 
plinse of humnn existence-health, food, \veather, 
communicutio~is, labor, air, postal service. etc. 

Tlicrc is a general tendency to think that the only 
mcaninglul conflicts are in the political arena. Per- 
11:ips one of the sins is to consign to neat categories 
international problems such as political, economic, 
social, Iiuman rights, etc. 

\Vlienever nations meet around the conference 
table, irrespective of the subject matter, tlie issues 
are political and conflicts are possible. I t  may be 
thnt a nation’s honor or a question of borders may 
more readily precipitate armed conflict than some 
of die economic and social issues ~vliich are too nu- 
niCroiis to mention, but it is also conceivable that 
this may not be so. Wars of the past liave grown 
out of politicnl disagreements but tlie real basis has 

the developing nations are not satisfied with GATT. 
They want an organization to which they can bring 
their troubles and speak on a par with the wealthier 
nations about what they consider their deteriorating 
trade position. This has becn a very troublesome 
matter. I am persuaded that the industrialized na- 
tions must find a formula to improve trade condi- 
tions affecting the poor nations or there will be an 
explosion of oratorical dimensions. 

.4t the moment, the majority of 77 developing 
countries n4io in fact control UNCTAD (U.N. Con- 
ference on Trade, Aid and Development) contend 
that the wealthier countries must join them in 
achieving at least two aims: 

1. Give preference to the manufactured goods of 
the deveIoping countries. This comes at a time when 
nations like our own are contending for more free 
trade through the elimination or reduction of tariffs 
and other burdens, at least among nations extend- 
ing to one anotlier most favored nation treatment, 
The 77 seek the acceptance of the thesis that a de- 
veloping country is entitled to preferences for its 
manufactured goods simply because it is a develop- 
ing countw. - - U  , 

9. Establish an internationally secured compen- often been commercial or economic. 
There is R continuing difference among natiofis 

:IS to the cxtent and character of oiligation that 
moves from the industrialized nations to those who 
:ire less fortunate. ‘rile contributing nations natural- 
ly fccl that thcy are generous. The receiving na- 
tions have  frequently made it appear as if there 
was an international obligation for the contributing 
nntions to assist. This is k i n  to the relationship 
bet\vccn rich and poor individuals. The giver of 
charity, no mutter how penurious he may be, likes 
to think of IiimseIf as generous, and many recipients 
merely think of themselves as being less fortunate 
aiid entitled to wliat thcy get. 

There has been a continuing conflict over how 
and who should administer aid funds. Some of the 
developing nations have resented what they call ‘bi- 
lateral aid” because it had strings attached, so they 
thought, and have argued for multilateral aid in 
which they were also represented in the manage- 
ment. This is the fact in the Special Fund and the 
technical assistance programs of the United Nations. 
It is also a fact in the World Bank and the Inter- 
national hlonetary Fund, but in those instances 
there is weighted voting. 

Even while many matters pertaining to grants, 
loans ilnd aid of various types are the subject of 
disagreement, there has been a growing insistence 
by the developing nations that the area of trade 
needs new international rules and control. Most of 
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satory or insurance plan which would guarantee to 
developing nations a certain level of prices for their 
primary products. They contend that the prices of 
industrial goods which they import have risen stead- 
ily while the prices of primary products have fluc- 
tuated violently, with a tendency to decline. So 
many poor nations are dependent on income from 
the sale of primary products for foreign exchange to 
buy industrial products that the gap has widened. 

Wliile the industrialized countries generally find 
the proposals of the 77 unacceptable, some change 
in the ways and terms of trade is on the horizon. At 
present this represents a major area of conflict which 
must be resolved. 

So it is that conflict itself changes. I t  moves from 
one arena to another. The world changes with it. 
There is much to inspire pessimism. Yet, somehow 
I am unswervingly optimistic about the future. And 
my hopes would seem to be shared by others who 
find appropriate the paring of religion and intema- 
tional affairs, as in this journal, Religion itself is pre- 
dicated on an optimistic outlook on the potentialities 
of man. We believe in some form of human salvation, 
and the ultimate coming of a peaceful and better 
world. hvlan conceived in the image of God still has a 
long road to travel to his natal destiny. Man must 
deal more justly with his neighbor, for without mu- 
tual respect and a sense of human unity the ulti- 
mate end of peace with justice is unattainable. 


